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INTRODUCTION

When we wish to learn something about the physiological phenomena of plants, we usually adhere to the following method: One of the external factors to which the plants are sensitive is varied while all other factors are kept constant; the plants respond with particular reactions. A study of this type aims at following the course of these phenomena and deriving conclusions from the results regarding the essence of physiological phenomena.

In the present study the external factor is fresh air, and it is varied by the addition of a small amount of ethylene gas.

Plants are extraordinarily sensitive to ethylene, the most harmful component of illuminating gas, and the changes brought about by this gas are highly varied. We intend to examine in detail, two of these influences in ethylene gas:

a) The decrease of the longitudinal growth of sprouts of Avena sativa; and
b) The horizontal growth of the otherwise vertically growing sprouts of Vicia faba.

CHAPTER I

1. General Literature Review

On examining the literature relating to the damages inflicted on the growth of plants by illuminating gas or ethylene, we do not obtain a uniform picture. We find either the description of more or less strong inhibitions, or the injury is not a pronounced one, or the plants are stimulated. The sensitivity greatly fluctuates with the different species, with the stages of growth, and with the authors performing the experiments.

Agriculture was at first concerned with damages caused by illuminating gas; the earliest researchers (Girardin 1864; Virchow 1870; Kny 1871; Speath and Mayer 1873) investigated trees on the street. Kny already reported on the differing sensitivity of different species; Speath and Mayer reported that the influence of the gas is most damaging during the growth stage, leading at that time to a falling of leaves and the death of cambium.
Wiesner (1873) studied the influence of light and gravity on Pisum sativum sprouts. As a light source he used a gas flame which he burned continuously. It turned out that the plantlets exhibit a different manner of bending to light, according to whether it is the front- or the back side that bends (the front side is where the seed of the sprouts is located). Thus the sides exhibit different growth capacities; the tendency exists to grow away from the seed: In the beginning the front side grows faster, then the back side catches up so that the sprout becomes erect, then the front side again grows faster; finally a wave-like, horizontal growth sets in which Wiesner called "undulating mutation." Already Sachs (Lehrbuch der Botanik, Textbook of Botany, 4th Ed., 1874, pp 828-829) mentioned mutation in discussing this concept which was created by him. The phenomenon may be seen also in Vicia faba, Pisum sativum and other species. According to Wiesner the cause of this phenomena is to be attributed to unfavorable growth conditions.

Neljubow (1901; 1911) was able to show that this was not the case. He found that impure air, particularly small doses of illuminating gas, had a role to play; he did not believe in the existence of an autonomous mutation; according to his concepts illuminating gas is supposed to load, in the plants, to a geotropic conversion whereby the negative geotropism changes into a transverse one. It is immaterial from which position of the plant one starts out; according to him the sprout always appears horizontally, thus behaves like a lateral root.

Richter (1903-1910) continues to build on Wiesner's ideas. An autonomous mutation supposedly appears when the gas weakens the negative geotropism. Under normal circumstances the geotropism suppresses the mutation. As a proof of his views against those of Neljubow, he brings up that the sprouts always grow away from the seeds, independently of their position. The same mutation occurs when Richter eliminates the negative geotropism in normal plants by means of a clinostat.

Knight and Crocker (1913) determined the gas concentration at which the above-mentioned phenomena still occur in Pisum. Ethylene is found to be the most effective gas; already 0.0001% is effective. They further investigated the damages caused by tobacco smoke on the basis of the experiments of Kolisch (1911), and concluded that even in that case ethylene was probably the most harmful factor. The gas influence consists of three parts ("triple response "):

1) Inhibition of longitudinal growth;
2) Stimulation of transverse growth; and
3) Horizontal mutation in the growing zone.

Further we must mention the exhaustive but experimentally unsatisfactory work of Sorauer (1916); he placed his experimental plants into a room in which a gas flame is burned continuously. He then compared the plant damages which set in with those which have been brought about by lack of oxygen. He found some agreement, and as Sorauer further believed to have been able to detect transpiration- and assimilation inhibitions which
In his opinion appear as a consequence of oxygen shortage, he concluded that all damages caused by gas are to be attributed to phenomena which had been described as consequences of oxygen shortage. His study, however, refers to lasting, severe, hence complicated gas damages which cannot without further considerations be compared with the results of other studies.

Subsequently the work of Wohmer (1917-1918) was published, dealing with illuminizing-gas damages in different groups of plants.

The earlier authors almost always observed more or less pronounced growth inhibitions. A stimulating influence of ethylene on growth is only discovered when working with quite definite gas concentrations; like many poisons, ethylene, too, acts as a stimulant when present in very low amounts.

A frequently occurring stimulation phenomenon is the epinastic bending of grown leaves under the influence of illuminizing gas or ethylene. Hacke (1915) was the discoverer of this phenomenon. Molisch (1911) demonstrated its occurrence in plants exposed to the effect of tobacco smoke, and Rubt (1917) has shown it in the case of many plants under the influence of illuminizing gas; Schaw (1927) communicates, in addition, that the same phenomena set in after 3 hours' stay in water at a temperature of 35°C. Further, by placing marks on the leaf stalk she was able to ascertain that the epinasty is a growth- and not a variation movement.

The best investigation of epinasty caused by ethylene was carried out by Crocker, Zimmerman and Hitchcock (1932). Many plants were tested for their sensitivity; only 36% displayed a clearly pronounced epinasty. The phenomenon was filmed with a tomato plant; it was found that the mutations and sleep movements of the leaves ceased in ethylene; a certain rigidity set in. The extent to which geotropism participated in the epinasty was thoroughly studied; under clinostating around a horizontal axis only 40% of the epinasty remained, but it subsisted in each case. Apparently geotropism has a predominant part in the development of the phenomenon, but it is not the sole determining factor; internal factors, too, play a role. The same holds true also for the horizontal growth of sprouts.

A third series of phenomena has become known through the requirements of technology. In the US the extraordinary sensitivity of plants to ethylene is utilized in many ways. Since a good review was published a short time ago (Mack and Livingstone, 1933), it will suffice here to give only a brief resume. It was found that small amounts of ethylene are able to shorten the rest period of plants to a considerable extent, and that in ethylene the time necessary for the ripening of picked fruit is significantly shorter (Chace and Denny 1924; Denny 1924a; Wolfe 1931). To this must be added, that breathing is always more intensive, and perhaps it may be concluded generally that an accelerated metabolism is taking place (E.g., Harvey 1925; Denny 1924b; Reesemael, Vacha and R.E. Harvey, 1927; Mack 1927; Davis and Church 1921; Mack and Livingstone 1933).

As was already mentioned, ethylene shortens the rest periods; a quite particular case is the acceleration of the development of runners...
in potato tubers (Vacha and R.B. Harvey 1927). Ethylene was not always the most effective agent (Denny 1926); often C₂H₄ compounds showed better results. R.B. Harvey (1925) and Mack (1927) reported that celery becomes whiter in ethylene.

Very interesting is the exhaustive work of Rossi (1933). He found that a treatment with ethylene shortens the time necessary for the fermentation and drying of tobacco leaves; the amount by which the time was shortened was 40%. He assumed that the effect of ethylene is limited to a stimulation of the enzymatic processes. In his opinion in this process the cell plasma is stimulated. The quality of the tobacco remains completely unchanged.

On the basis of the phenomena known so far we are by no means able as yet to analyze the effect of ethylene on plants; I think, however, that there is at least one hint in this regard: many times there were observed, under the influence of ethylene, certain growth changes. Since F.W. Went (1928) has established the close relationship between growth and growth-substance content, it appeared interesting to investigate the influence of the gas from this point of view.

It is not necessary to go into the history of the discovery of the growth substance in detail, since many reviews have already been published on this subject (F.W. Went 1928; Kostytschew-Went 1931; Du Buy and Nurnbergk 1932).

Boysen Jensen (1913) and Paal (1919) detected the existence of a substance which is responsible for phototropic bending. This discovery was elaborated by Cholodny (1927), F.W. Went (1928) and Dolk (1930) to their well-known growth-substance theory of tropism.

In orthotropic plant parts there exists a basipetal, all-sided transport of growth substance that is unilaterally deflected by light or gravity (collectively referred to by the general term "stimulus"); more growth substance leads to a greater growth, thus there occurs a unilaterally increased growth causing the deflection.

We are indebted to F.W. Went for a nice quantitative method for the determination of the growth-substance content, which since has made possible many thorough investigations; Van der Wey (1931) has introduced into this method some useful improvements.

The studies of Went have been elaborated in different directions:

Heyn (1931) was able to show in Avena that under the influence of the growth material the plasticity of cell membranes (that is, the ability to be irreversibly elongated) is increased, accordingly the turgor over-stretches these cell membranes. - The ability to be elastically stretched (that is, the ability for reversible length changes), however, also plays a role, since it increases during the growth, but falls during inhibition of growth, e.g. through decapitation. Heyn and Van Overbeek (1931) showed
that the ability to be elastically stretched is also influenced by the growth substance.

Van der Muy (1932) investigated the growth-substance transport in living coleoptile cells of Avena. The transport takes place much faster than a pure diffusion, definitely polar, only in basipetal direction. The amount of growth substance supplied does not have any influence on the transport velocity; even the temperature does not affect the growth-substance transport in any other way than it does any other physiological process.

Uylenoyk (1931) worked with sprouts of Tradescantia fluminensis. He inhibited growth and the geotropical reactivity by decapitation; after a supply of growth substance both occurred again. She was able to detect growth-substance transport in young internodes. The normal position of a sprout of Tradescantia deviates from the vertical by about 20°. Vertically oriented sprouts cut in on the dorsal side no longer perform any epinastic bending; but those which were ricked on the ventral side do. In the case of geotropic stimulation only the dorsal side conducts the growth substance; the geotropic stimulation causes a polarization of the growth-substance transport.

Du Buij (1933) determined the growth-substance yield of Avena coleoptiles during the development period; it was found that it remains constant for a very long time. Further, he investigated the different growth-substance conditions in reference to aging; I will return to this in greater detail below.

Van Overboek (1933) was able to detect growth substance in the case of sprouts of Raphanus and Lepidium only in the cotyledons and the young leaves. Thus in these species there is a center for the production of growth substance, as in the Avena, in the tip of the coleoptile. When, however, the cotyledons are removed, then it is the tip of the hypocotyl that begins to form growth substance. He ascertained the production of growth substance in green leaves under the influence of light. There is, here, perhaps a connection between growth-hormone production and assimilation.

On the other hand Dijkman (1934) extracted much growth substance from the hypocotyls of etiolated sprouts of Lupinus, while in this case the cotyledons yielded no active growth substance. The growth substance occurs distributed over the entire length of the hypocotyl; there does not exist here any specialized unsupressed growth-substance production center. Each cell produces its own growth substance. The direction of gravity has no effect on the amount of growth substance formed; there occurs, in the horizontal hypocotyl a unilateral distribution of the basipetal growth-substance stream, as was already shown by Dolk (1930) in Avena. Here the lower side receives as much more growth substance as the upper side receives less. After a calculation by Dijkman the geotropical bending may be completely explained quantitatively on the basis of this unilateral distribution; no growth reaction participates in its occurrence. This agrees with the findings of Cholodny (1929, 1930) and Dolk (1930); neither could detect any geogrowth reaction.
Schmitz (1933) investigated the growth-hormone content of grass condyles; they contain this substance, the internodes do not. Here, too, there occurs on geotropic stimulation a polarization of the growth substance with the lower side receiving most of it. As is known under clinostasis the grass condyles grow on all sides, and it turned out that then more growth substance, too, will form on all sides. In this case, in contrast to the case of Dijkman, there will be a renewed formation of growth substance, due to geotropic stimulation. Still we must consider the behavior of grass condyles rather than the conditions prevailing with the sprouts of Lupinus as the diverging case.

Van der Wey (1934) demonstrated the existence of polar-growth-substance transport in the case of the shrub Elaeagnus, and found growth substance also in Valonia.

Thus investigations have been carried out with regard to the role of the growth substance in plant life. It was found that this substance is distributed quite generally, and that everywhere it enhances the extension of cells. During the last years, however, it has been proved beyond a doubt that the growth substance inhibits the longitudinal growth of coleoptiles (Cholodny 1927; Boysen Jensen 1933); cf. also Gentleman (1933). The phenomenon is difficult to reconcile with then concepts regarding the mechanism of growth-substance action.

Bonner (1933) attacks the matter from another direction; he measured the growth of Avena coleoptiles in 3 mm long growth-substance-free coleoptile cylinders. Whether in this case it is the normal growth that is detected remains unsettled. In one growth-substance solution these cylinders are elongated; this growth varies with the growth-substance concentrations (the growth substance originates from Rhizopus). We find an optimal concentration; high concentrations have an injurious effect. The elongation of the coleoptile cylinders is completely inhibited by a 0.001M KCN solution, also by a 0.05% phenylurethane solution; similarly, no growth took place in a nitrogen atmosphere. The same inhibitions were found also when the author determined the respiration of plant portions treated in the same manner. Addition of a small amount of growth hormone increased respiration; larger amounts disturbed it. From his studies Bonner concluded that an increase in the intensity of respiration is probably a necessary precondition for the action of the growth-substance causing growth.

2. The Gas. General Experimental Setup.

Ethylene, $\text{H}_2\text{C} = \text{CH}_2$, is a combustible, non-explosive, aromatic gas. Difficultly soluble in water (0.25% at 0°C). Because of its double bond it is capable of undergoing addition reactions, e.g., with halogens, sulfuric acid, nitrogen oxides and metal salts. It is well absorbed by sulfuric acid. A review of the physical and chemical properties of ethylene is given by Nakamura and Egloff (1919).

The guiding principle in the search for an exsperimental methodology was as follows: It was necessary to prepare an experimental setup in which
only one factor is changed: ethylene or no ethylene; otherwise all other experimental conditions are to remain completely constant.

Preparation of Ethylene: 25 g 96% ethanol, 150 g concentrated H₂SO₄ and 30 g CaO are heated on the oil bath to 230°C. When the evolution of ethylene starts, a 1:2 mixture of alcohol and H₂SO₄ is added from a separating funnel. The gas is freed from impurities in the washing bottle with lye and H₂SO₄, and taken up under water; then it is collected in a gas reservoir (Kleemeyer and Bunte 1874; Aberhalden’s Handb. d. Physiol. Arb. X. (Handbook of Physiological Experimental Methods) I, 4, 35).

The Gas Box: The experimental plants are exposed to the influence of the gas in the sheet-metal box (22.4 x 12.5 x 16 cm) shown in Fig.1.

![Fig.1. The Gas Box](image)

A little ethylene gas is taken up, under water, by means of a gas pipette *) and pressed into the box through a glass stopcock; in order to be able to create a greater pressure, a rubber ball is fastened to the pipette. Always there was a second box without gas right next to the experimental box for control purposes.

Control experiments showed the following: Within given ethylene concentration limits (0.005 - 0.005%) the effect is unchanged; hence it is not necessary to work always with an exactly determined concentration. This makes the method of operation significantly easier. The amount of gas used was within these limits in all experiments. Further, it was found that after a 24-hour stay in the control box no damages were caused by the lack of oxygen; in the gas box, however, marked changes were noted during this period; in this way it is established that Sorauer’s findings are to be considered incorrect; thus the old experiments of Wieler (1883) and Jaecard (1893) are verified.

All experiments were carried out at a temperature of 22°C; in addition, those in the dark room were performed at a humidity of 92%.

*) Jordan and Kirsch 1927
Chapter II: INVESTIGATIONS ON AVENA SATIVA

3. General

In view of the fact that Avena sativa (Svob's "Triumph Oat" [Siegeshafer]) lends itself to the most exact growth-substance determinations I chose this plant as the first experimental object. The plants were grown in the usual manner in water in glass containers (Went, 1928); they also stayed in the same darkroom.

After 3 1/2 days the plants were placed into the sheet-metal boxes and one half provided with a little ethylene; afterwards they were placed in a thermostat at the same temperature as that of the darkroom; the "noxious" gas should not get into the darkroom! On the next day the experiments were begun.

For the transport experiments (c.f. Van der Wey, 1932) it is necessary to carry out a very large number of growth-substance analyses on a single day; when one investigates, e.g., the transport during five different periods, it is necessary to use for the analysis of the agar blocks 5 x 12 = 60 Avena plants. When one determines the content of the lower and upper plates, then it is necessary to take double that number; and comparative experiments in gas and pure air again double the number of plants tested. Decapitation of 20 x 12 Avena sprouts, extraction of the primary leaves and setting up the agar blocks take up at least 100 minutes. Between the setting up of the agar on the first and last plant the time elapsed is 100 minutes, and this can cause a considerable error. Kogl and Haagen Smit were able to show that the ability of the Avena sprouts to react to a given amount of auxin fluctuates every hour by several tens of a percent (Kogl 1933).

In order to attain well-comparable experiments, the analyses should be carried out as contemporaneously as possible. This could be attained by means of an altered experimental technique. I did not employ, as in the previous case, a series of 12 plants for one experimental series, but used the sequence of each series one after another, so that each plant of a sequence belongs to another experimental series. The following experiment justifies this technique:

Table I

Comparison of the Series of Differently Pretreated Test Plants in the Auxin Test

Series a) The small agar blocks of each experimental sequence were placed one after the other on two culture stands each
Series b) The plants of a culture stand were alternately provided with an agar block of each experimental sequence.

1) In this work the term "growth-substance" refers to untreated product extracted from plants; by contrast, the term "auxin" is employed for the product concentrated from urine, well-known chemically as "a-auxin" (cf. Kogl, Haagen Smit and Erxleben, 1932).
1) Greatest Difference. Pfl. = plants.

4. Method of Growth Determination

The growth of sprouts must be determined contemporaneously under the same conditions both in ethylene and in pure air. To this end one of the above-described sheet-metal boxes is provided with a fully airtight separating wall, as well as with windows on the front- and back side (Fig. 2). In this way two compartments are obtained, into one of which small amount of gas may be introduced. Each compartment contains 5-7 Avena sprouts.

Fig. 2. Explanation in Text.

Now it is verified whether the box is airtight. For this purpose I placed next to the first box a second one containing plants of the same age. After 12 hours the plants were exactly as long as those in the air-filled compartment, while the plants in the ethylene-gas containing compartment were much shorter. I measured this growth inhibition as follows:

A slides photographic apparatus (C) was fastened to the same table on which the box (B) is situated, and focussed on the plants in the two compartments. The camera contains a magazine with panchromatic film which
as advanced after each exposure. The red illumination lamp (A) behind the box is lit only during the time of exposure (Fig. 2).

In this way, obtained each time a double picture of 2 x 6 plants, half of which were exposed to the influence of the gas. The whole apparatus stood in the dark room with constant temperature and humidity, already described by F.W. Went (1923).

Following the suggestion of Du Buy and Murnbergk, tin-foil marks were pasted on the plants. I placed the small glass holders of the coleoptiles very close to one another so as to be able to photograph as many plants together as possible. Pictures were taken every 30 or 60 minutes.

The films were finally projected on a screen and measured by the apparatus of Du Buy (1923, p 616).

5. Method of Determining Growth-Substance Production

According to the data of F.W. Went, nine Avon tips were placed each time on an agar plate for one hour.

The plants were then brought to the darkroom in the usual manner and then placed, in two series, in the sheet-metal boxes: one series received a small amount of ethylene.

6. Influence of the Duration of Gas Action on Growth-Substance Production. The analyses were carried out on a single day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of Stay in Gas in Each Plant</th>
<th>14 hours</th>
<th>18 hours</th>
<th>33 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In gas</td>
<td>4.6°</td>
<td>4.1°</td>
<td>4.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In pure air</td>
<td>6.8°</td>
<td>7.2°</td>
<td>6.4°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that the growth-substance production in gas is less, but that of the contrary the length of stay in ethylene does not influence the growth-substance production. More on this limitation will be found in Section 9, p 15.

6. Method of Determination of Growth-Substance Transport

For the transport experiments the plants were set up exactly the same way as for the production experiments. The coleoptiles of the "gassed" plants were 3 1/2 - 3 cm long, those of the normal plants 4 - 4 1/2 cm. The two were of the same age.

I used the method of Van der Wey (1932) and cut coleoptile cylinders with the apparatus described on p 397 of his paper; after some practice in setting them in bringing the cylinders into good contact with the agar plates without using his transport apparatus (p. 461).
7. Method of Determination of the Reactivity to Growth Substance

It is investigated, by two different methods, the manner in which ethylene influences the reactivity of the sprouts to a given amount of auxin: first, we measured the magnitude of the growth-substance bending after a unilateral placement of auxin agar; second, we determined the magnitude of growth when auxin agar is placed on decapitated Avena coleoptiles on all sides (1).

1) Normal and "gassed" plants, grown in the usual manner, are provided according to Went's method with agar blocks containing the same amount of auxin. Thereupon they are again placed in the boxes and after 110 minutes a silhouette of the bending which has resulted in the meanwhile is recorded; this is then measured (Went 1928, p 26).

2) Coleoptiles about 3 cm long are decapitated; the primary leaf is completely removed and then auxin agar applied on all sides. The plants are then placed in the same box with the separating wall as described above. The growth is likewise measured in the same manner (Fig. 2, p 10).

8. Determination of Growth (See Fig. 3)

After staying in an atmosphere containing ethylene for one hour, the unjured plants exhibit a 70% inhibition of growth. However, the growth was never completely inhibited. At the same time it is worth mentioning that the "gassed" plants are considerably thicker than the normal plants. On sections we see that the cells are much shorter and wider and the walls thicker than in the case of usual coleoptiles. The microscopic measurements of coleoptile cells of normal plants and gas plants gave:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&quot;Gas&quot; Plants</th>
<th>Normal Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>66.8 μ</td>
<td>112.0 μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>19.5 μ</td>
<td>16.0 μ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All figures are average values of 50 measurements each.

Growth of Zones: The time of the beginning of growth inhibition is not the same for all zones. In the most strongly growing zone, the middle one (7-15 μ from the tip), the absolute inhibition is maximum; thus, there exists a link particularly between the longitudinal growth and the effect of gas. It is to be expected that ethylene gas weakens the influence of the growth substance without which cell elongation is not possible.

Thus, several possibilities exist:

(C) I wish to thank Dr. F. Kogl and Dr. A.J. Haagcn Smit for supplying me with the amount of auxin needed for my experiments.
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1) Ethylene influences the growth-substance production at the tip;
2) Ethylene influences the growth-substance transport from the tip to the base;
3) Ethylene influences the ability of coleoptile cells to respond to growth substance; and
4) A combination of the above-mentioned factors.

We shall examine each of these possibilities in succession.

---

1. Total Growth and Growth of Zones in Avona. Average Values of Five Experiments on 20 Jul, 7 Jul, 11 Jul, 12 Jul and 13 Jul 1933. 1) Tip Zone 2) Total Growth 3) Hours 4) Time after supply of Gas 5) Growth in 0.0045 cm/hour

---

7. Determination of Growth-Substance Production

It may be seen from Table 4 that ethylene has a marked influence on growth-substance production; the latter is reduced by about 1/3. These changes are similar to the phenomena arising when the tip of the coleoptile is injured with ethylene. Thus, too, the longitudinal growth is stopped due to lack of growth substance; the cells become thicker and stay short.

Hence in Avona ethylene injures the growth-substance-production center in the tip.

The first possibility mentioned in the previous section was verified, but perpendicularly the growth is reduced to a much greater extent than the
yield of active growth substance from the tip of the coleoptile on the young plate. Nevertheless it does not seem proved whether the yield of active growth substance and the reduction of longitudinal growth are percentually comparable; all we know is that the amount of growth substance and the growth substance bending are proportional to each other within certain limits (F.W. Went 1928; Dijkman 1934). We do not know, however,

1) How much growth substance is necessary for a given growth;
2) Whether all growth substance obtained from a plant is used for the growth and vice versa; and
3) Whether we obtain, with our present methodology, all the active growth substance from the plant.

In recent times (Dijkman 1934; v. Overbock, 1933) attempts have been made to derive the theoretical insights through quantitative class based on growth-substance determinations; as long, however, as the above questions remain unsettled we must take these theories with the greatest caution; in my opinion they rush ahead of the experiments.

Table 4. Growth-Substance Production in Avena in Gas and in Pure Air.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datum</th>
<th>Wuchsstoffproduktion in Gas</th>
<th>Verbleib in Gas in Stunden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.11.32</td>
<td>4,9°</td>
<td>7,0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.11.</td>
<td>5,1°</td>
<td>6,7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.11.</td>
<td>4,4°</td>
<td>8,3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.11.</td>
<td>5,1°</td>
<td>6,5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.11.</td>
<td>5,8°</td>
<td>8,9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.12.</td>
<td>4,6°</td>
<td>6,8°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.12.</td>
<td>4,1°</td>
<td>7,2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.12.</td>
<td>4,0°</td>
<td>6,4°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1.33</td>
<td>7,5°</td>
<td>9,2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.1.</td>
<td>1,3°</td>
<td>4,9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1.</td>
<td>2,9°</td>
<td>4,1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1.</td>
<td>3,5°</td>
<td>5,5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1.</td>
<td>3,8°</td>
<td>5,8°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57,8°</td>
<td>65 °</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Date 2) Growth-Substance Production in Gas 3) Pure air 4) Length of Stay in the Gas, Hours

10. Determination of Growth-Substance Transport

The transport was determined by two methods:

A) Short cylinders (2 mm), high initial concentration (100°), and transport period;
b) Long cylinders (6 cm). Low initial concentration (20-30°), long transport period (2-3 hours).

When the transport is determined in the last-mentioned manner, it is possible to simultaneously determine the consumption of growth substance. Here it is naturally assumed that the initial concentration and, at the end of the experiment, the growth-substance concentration are determined both in the upper and lower plates (Van der Wey 1932, p 43). In these experiments the transport takes place always in the gas, while the experiments with short transport periods were carried out during the after-effect period of the gas. I then placed the cylinders after cutting in the gas for a few hours, after which they were used in the transport experiments.

![Graph](image)

**Fig.4.** Velocity of Growth-Hormone Transport in Avena in the Case of Short Transport Period. 13 Feb 1933. Initial concentration 100°; Length of cylinder 2 mm. Additional Experiments may be found in Table 5. 1) Time in Min

Results: From eight experiments with many different transport periods it was found that the transport was fully identical in normal and in gas-treated plants (Fig.4).

b. Also in the case of these 7 experiments I was unable to detect any differences either in growth-substance consumption or in long-lasting transport (Fig.5).

This proves unequivocally that ethylene has no influence in Avena on the growth-substance transport and growth-substance consumption.
The growth-substance transport is also independent of the amount of growth-substance supplied (Van der Wey, 1932), of the effect of the longitudinal component of gravity (Pfaeltzor 1934), and in addition, the effect of temperature is the same as in the case of other life processes (Van der Wey 1932).

The growth-substance is thus very resistant to external factors, even when the latter have an effect on growth. Apparently it is one of the factors having a primary determining effect on the life phenomena of the plant. If one desired to determine the place occupied by the growth-substance mechanism in the series of plant-physiological processes, it is necessary in my opinion that he undertake first of all a thorough investigation of the connection between growth-hormone transport and metabolic processes, first of all respiration.

11. Determination of the Reactivity to Growth Substance

Experiments on this reactivity are not easy since it varies greatly, so that unequivocal experiments are hard to obtain (cf. Kogl 1933, Pfaeltzor 1934).
Fig. 5. Velocity of Growth-Hormone Transport and Growth-Hormone Consumption in Avena in the Case of Long Transport Period. Experiment of 3 Mar 1933. Length of Cylinder 6 mm. Additional experiments are to be found in Table 6.

Table 6. Transport and Consumption of Growth Hormone in Avena. Initial Concentration 20-30°. Cylinders 6 mm. 1) Date 2) Transport Value in Degrees 3) After 1 hour 4) Initial Concentration 5) Maximum Consumption 6) Critical angle 7) Lower 8) Upper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datum (1933)</th>
<th>Transportwerte in Grad</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 St.</td>
<td>1½ St.</td>
<td>2 St.</td>
<td>2½ St.</td>
<td>3 St.</td>
<td>4 St.</td>
<td>Avg. Konz. Kons. Vv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unten</td>
<td>oben</td>
<td>unten</td>
<td>oben</td>
<td>unten</td>
<td>oben</td>
<td>unten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>6,0</td>
<td>14,1</td>
<td>7,0</td>
<td>13,6</td>
<td>9,7</td>
<td>11,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>5,75</td>
<td>14,3</td>
<td>6,9</td>
<td>13,6</td>
<td>8,7</td>
<td>12,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>7,25</td>
<td>9,0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7,2</td>
<td>6,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>7,3</td>
<td>9,2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>5,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>5,3</td>
<td>11,7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7,3</td>
<td>6,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>8,4</td>
<td>9,2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7,4</td>
<td>8,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>6,5</td>
<td>11,25</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8,9</td>
<td>9,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>11,0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>9,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abb. 5</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>6,9</td>
<td>9,8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10,5</td>
<td>8,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>9,0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9,7</td>
<td>8,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,3</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7,0</td>
<td>6,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3,7</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10,7</td>
<td>17,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norm.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11,8</td>
<td>16,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: 1) Initial Concentration 2) Degree of Bending 3) Time in Hours
First Method (see page 12): It was not possible to obtain a unit of plants in this manner. The "gas-sold" plants often reacted more strongly, 5 times, however, more weakly than the normal plants, or there was no difference at all. During these experiments I got the impression that the time of exposure to gas governs the reaction.

Second Method: With this experimental setup I was able to observe the influence of the gas during the onset of the reaction. Here it was clearly seen how matters stood: at first an increased growth set in, upon the reaction was more or less the same, and at the end the reaction of the gas-treated plants fell behind that of the normal plants (Fig.6).

Fig.6. Ability to React to Growth Substance in Avena. Average Values of Five Experiments Performed on 24 Jul, 25 Jul, 27 Jul, 28 Jul and 31 Jul 1933. 1) Additional Growth in 0.0045 cm/hour; 2) Time in Hours.

How is this increased growth to be explained? As a result of the gas effect the cells received, over a prolonged period, too little active growth substance, while on the other hand the supply of building materials continued. When the coleoptiles in this state are supplied a large amount of auxin, the latter initiates the longitudinal growth at an accelerated rate.

The role of growth substance as the initiating factor in cell growth is seen very clearly.

Summary of Experiments with Avena: Ethylene has a marked inhibitory effect on the growth of Avena coleoptiles. The elongation zone is inhibited to the greatest extent. The growth-substance production in gas-treated plants amounts to only 66% of that of normal plants. Ethylene injures the growth-substance production center in the tip.

The transport of growth substance as well as its consumption are completely uninfluenced.

The ability to react to a given amount of growth substance is temporarily enhanced; since, however, this factor is always subject to other conditions (Kogl 1930, Pfleitner 1934), I do not at this point wish to go into it more deeply.
...surely the opposite of those which I observed.

CHAPTER III

12. Studies with Different Dicotyledonous Sprouts

The following were planted in sawdust in the dark at 20°: Seeds of Pisocerus vulgaris, Vicia faba var. minor, Pissum sativum, Lepidium sativum, Lupinus angustifolius, Raphanus sativus.

After the days I placed the plants into similar sheet-metal boxes as those used in the Avon experiments, only their surface area was greater. Again one half of the plants were placed in the compartment with gas, the other half without gas. The compartments were aired daily, and fresh gas was given.

A considerable gas influence was noted throughout; still there were differences. The phenomena may be divided into several categories:

1) Horizontal mutation: A flat, straight growth tending slightly upwards, a smaller longitudinal growth, increased transverse growth. Here, too, we found the "triple response" in the sense of Knight and Crocker: epicotyls of Vicia faba minor and Pisum sativum.

2) The hypocotyl exhibits a strong thickening and becomes coiled like a pig's tail; at times the sprout again grows in the ground. They are short, abnormally developed plantlets: hypocotyls of Pisocerus vulgaris and Raphanus sativus.

3) The hypocotyl likewise thickens, the sprout nevertheless grows normally straight up and is only thicker and shorter: hypocotyls of Lupinus angustifolius and Lepidium sativum. Avon sativa behaves in the same manner.

All control plants which were also placed into sheet-metal boxes continued the well-known, stepped up long vertical growth of etiolated shoots.

Thus at all times the longitudinal growth is injured and transverse growth is enhanced.

CHAPTER IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH Vicia FABA

15. General

After the determination of Dijkken in hypocotyls of Lupinus, I tested the growth-substance conditions in epicotyls of Vicia. I always
worked with etiolated plants whose anatomie details in comparison with normal plants were exhaustively described by Priestley (1926).

In the last few years Skoog (1929–1933) has thoroughly investigated, in these sprouts, the influence of the tip on the sprouting of auxiliary buds. He observed the influence of a substance, very likely — growth substance, which inhibits the sprouting of buds in intact sprouts; when the growth substance supply was destroyed by decapitation, the buds budgerg out quickly. Thus in this case the growth substance had an inhibitory effect.

Thimann and Skoog (1924) determined, by means of Went's method, the growth-substance content of plantiles of Vicia faba. Especially in the epicotyl is more a large amount of growth substance. The resting auxiliary buds contain almost none; the budding ones, however, do contain growth substance. Thimann and Skoog succeeded in blocking the budgerg of auxiliary buds by supplying the decapitated plants with artificial auxin (obtained from Rhizopus). Thus in this case the growth substance blocks growth, and for the time being there is still the possibility that this role is played by an inhibitory substance.

We know today, thanks to the studies of Cholodny (1927) and Eysen Jørgen (1933), that the growth hormone inhibits growth also in roots (cf. also Gorter 1932). Thus the growth substance is a material with a strongly regulatory effect on cell elongation, both in a positive and a negative sense. The above-described work by Keyn, relating exclusively to Avona, cannot as yet be considered as having a general validity. The question is still open how the growth-substance effects the plasticity of the root membranes. A more intensive study would be very desirable in this respect (see, however, Keyn, 1934).

In this work, however, I would like to limit myself to the influence of ethylene. For my studies I chose the epicotyls of Vicia faba var. minor (Manschots's broad beans). In gas the sprouts exhibit the noteworthy behavior of not boring through the surface but boring through the sawdust and remaining horizontal (Fig.7). I have attempted to subject this phenomenon to analysis.

The seeds were softened under water for about 36 hours and then placed in wet sawdust in earthen vessels. Seven-day-old plants were best suited for the experiments. They are grown in the dark chamber under constant conditions, but already after two days the vessels were placed in two large boxes, one of which was always supplied with some ethylene. As already stated, the boxes were situated not in a room with constant temperature but in a thermostat.

14. Method of Growth Determination

One day before the beginning of the experiment etiolated normal sprouts were planted in one row in zinc vessels with sawdust, and provided with tin-foil labels. Two zinc boxes were provided with a glass window on the front and back; into each of these boxes were placed 4 plants.
Then I placed the boxes firmly to the table of the cathetometer already employed by Verbeek (1933; Figs. 3 and 4, pp 555-556). The method of reading may be found in the latter reference.

![Diagram of horizontal nutation in Vicia Faba]

**Fig. 7. Horizontal Nutation in Vicia Faba**

One of the boxes was supplied with a little ethylene, so that it was again possible to determine simultaneously the growth in gas and in pure air.

**2. Method of Determination of Growth-Substance Production**

It was investigated whether the epicotyls contain growth substance. For this purpose I cut 7 mm long pieces from the epicotyls, placed them for a few minutes on wet filter paper, and with their side down on an agar block (2x2x0.9 mm). Each experimental series contains at least 18 plants, with a view to the variability of the material.

In elimination of the epicotyl pieces, the agar blocks were placed with a spot of water, unilaterally on decapitated Avona coleoptile. Each of the coleoptiles gave the value of the growth-hormone content of the epicotyl piece.
16. Method of Determination of Growth-Substance Distribution

As in the preceding experiments 7 mm long epicotyl cylinders were cut out of 7-day-old etiolated plants. According to Dijkman (1954, p. 697), I placed them on a horizontally placed razor.

Since it has been found in the experiments on growth-hormone production (see section 15) that the epicotyls contain very much growth substance, it was necessary -- in contrast to Dijkman's procedure -- to apply artificial auxin at the free end of the cylinders. Besides I could determine the growth-substance content of the agar blocks already after a quarter of an hour, and so I could investigate whether a unilateral distribution in the sense of Dijk had set in. After this first quarter hour the agar blocks were placed quickly into a moist chamber until the performance of the growth-substance determination, and the epicotyl cylinder was provided with new, p. en agar blocks. Those, too, stood for 1 1/4 hours on the epicotyl pieces and then again replaced by new ones. This procedure was repeated several times until I acquired an idea regarding the time in which the unequal distribution set in. It was possible in this way to determine the geotropical presentation time.

At the same time the presentation time is determined in the usual manner, i.e., the time in which a bending takes place which is visible to the naked eye. For this purpose I planted nine plantules in a and placed them horizontally in front of a screen covered with black felt graph paper. Their position was read every 1 1/4 hour.

17. Determination of Growth (Fig. 8)

The growth could be determined only every 30 minutes; the inhibition, however, certainly set in only during the second half hour of the influence of the gas; the growth of the gas-treated plants thereafter remains uniformly small for several hours, but does not completely disappear. The similarity with the curves given by Avena (Fig. 3) are striking.

A measurement of the growth of the cones did not reveal anything particular. The inhibition of the growth occurred everywhere simultaneously and to the same extent.

In a decapitation the epicotyls grow less strongly, but it takes quite long until the growth ceases entirely. The long-lasting growth may perhaps be explained by the large growth-substance stock of the epicotyl.

18. Determination of Growth-Substance Production

Already Tüxen (1944) showed that the epicotyls of Viola peltata contain an extraordinary amount of growth substance. To this material from which cone (Fig. 9) I cut the cylinders out of 7-day old peltata. I obtained a measurable amount of growth substance already after 1 1/4 hour.
Table 9: 29 May 1933

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraktionszeit</th>
<th>Pil. 6 Tage</th>
<th>Pil. 10 Tage</th>
<th>Anzahl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the cylinder is placed inversely, then the yield of growth hormones is strongly increased.

Table 10: 10 Oct 1933

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Pil. 6 Tage</th>
<th>Pil. 10 Tage</th>
<th>Anzahl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spitzenzone</td>
<td>14.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>14.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittlere Zone</td>
<td>14.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>10.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basale Zone</td>
<td>13.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the cylinder is placed inversely, then the yield of growth hormones is strongly increased.

Table 11: 6 Oct 1933

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Inverse</th>
<th>Normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>20.7 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 plants</td>
<td>15 plants (Critical angle)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inversion Time: 1 Hour.
In the case of Vicia faba, too, there apparently occurs only a basipetal transport.

The occurrence and distribution of the growth hormones of Vicia faba is fully comparable with the data of Dijkstra in the hypocotyl of Lupinus albus (1933, p 112). Here, too, there is no firmly circumscribed growth-hormone center. However, Vicia furnishes 2-3 times more active growth substance than Lupinus.

The differences of the seasons is significant also in the darkroom: in neither the growth-substance production attains only one half of the summer production.

### Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Extraction Time</th>
<th>Growth-Hormone Content</th>
<th>Number of Test Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 Aug 1933</td>
<td>1/2 hour</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.5^o</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Dec 1933</td>
<td>1/2 hour</td>
<td>7.5 ± 0.8^o</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is the situation of growth-substance production in ethylene? The yield of active growth substance is very strongly decreased by 0.0005% ethylene. Only a very small amount remains (Table 11).

When the "gassed" plants are afterward placed in pure air, a partial regeneration takes place: 8 Dec 1933: "gassed" plants, for 24 hours again in fresh air: ext. time 1 hour: 4.1 ± 0.9^o; 18 plants.
Table 11. Growth-Hormone Production in Gas and in Pure Air in Vicia Faba

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datum</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Extraction-</th>
<th>Extraction-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933 (1)</td>
<td>126 ± 0.6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.10</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.11</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Date  2) Production  3) No of plants  4) Extraction Time in Hours  5) Critical Angle

Even more significant is the following experiment:

Table 12: 12 to 15 Dec 1933; Extr. Time 1 Hour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal F/l</th>
<th>Nach 24 St. in Gas</th>
<th>Gaspl.</th>
<th>Nach 24 St. in reiner Luft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.0 ± 1.6</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.8</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>10.0 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Normal Plants</td>
<td>12 F/l.</td>
<td>17 &quot;</td>
<td>17 &quot;</td>
<td>12 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) After 24 hours in gas</td>
<td>13.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>14 &quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) &quot;Gassed&quot; Plants</td>
<td>13.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>14 &quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) After 24 hours in Pure Air</td>
<td>13.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>14 &quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard (Kogl 1933) of the reactivity of Avena coleoptiles is determined every day; the bendings occurring in the above experiment on different days are then recalculated for this standard.

When does the marked inhibition in growth-substance occur in the gas? A large number of sprouts are grown simultaneously; one quarter of them are analysed for their growth-substance content after 5 days, the other quarter are placed in the gas for 3, 5 and 9 hours. All analyses were carried out simultaneously.

Table 13: 18 Dec 1933

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction Time</th>
<th>Normal plants</th>
<th>(3 Hours in Gas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Hour</td>
<td>7.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>15 plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>17 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>15 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>18 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25
Thus after three hours the inhibition is already complete; it remains the same during the next hours. The next experiment shows that the maximal inhibition is attained already after the first hour:

Table 16. 20 Dec 1933

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction Time: 1 Hour</th>
<th>11 plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>6.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I did not succeed in establishing the time at which the inhibition sets in with an even greater accuracy. These results, however, are fully comparable with the growth curves: growth and growth-substance content go hand in hand even here. All these conclusions, however, are only qualitative, since the growth inhibition by the gas is relatively much smaller than the decrease (almost an elimination) of the growth-substance content.

19. Determination of Transport and Distribution of Growth Substance

Already Dijkman (1934, p 420) described a few experiments on the connection between the time during which the effect of gravity is exerted and the distribution of growth substance. He determined, after one-half, 1, 2 and 3 hours, the differences between the amount of growth substance in the upper and lower halves of the horizontally placed hypocotyl cylinders of *Lupinus albus*. It was found that the difference in the first half hour still lay within the limits of error, but that after one hour a unilateral distribution sets in most clearly. The values of Dijkman, however, are not very regular, and have been obtained with very different numbers of plants; hence they need a more thorough confirmation. Thanks to the high growth-substance content proper to my material I was able to make this confirmation.

I determined the difference in growth-substance content in the upper and lower side every 15 minutes. It may be seen from Table 15 and the graphical representation (Fig.10) that the unilateral distribution of the growth hormone sets in in the third quarter hour after horizontal placement; the percentual distribution remains the same during the next hours; this was the conclusion reached already by Dijkman on the basis of his figures. If we measure the geotropic presentation time in the usual manner then the figures obtained are the same; here, too, I observed the first differences in growth between upper- and lower side in the third quarter hour. After this period the angle of deflection still increases, but the amount of increase in deflection per quarter hour remains approximately the same during the next hours; it may be compared with the curve of growth-substance content after the onset of the unequal growth-substance distribution. This then is a further support of the growth-hormones theory of geotropism, as originated by Cholodny-Dolk (1927-1930) and expanded by Dijkman.

But let us return to the discussion of the influence of gas. A determination of the growth-substance content of the upper and lower half of the cylinder, in the case of gas-treated plants, was difficult due to their...
Fig. 10: Relationship between unequal growth-hormone distribution and the increase in bending of geotropically stimulated epicotyls of Vicia Faba. The upper curve shows the increase in bending in degrees; the lower the growth-hormone content of the upper- and lower side in percent. 1) Upper 2) Lower 3) Time in Hours

Table 15. Appearance of Unilateral Growth-Hormone Distribution after Horizontal Placement. Only the Percentage Figures of the Growth-Hormone Values are shown. In each determination 14–18 plants were used. O = Upper side; U = Lower side. 1) Date 2) Average Value; Nach = After.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.10.1.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.10.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.10.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.10.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.10.</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittelwerte:</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

small growth-hormone content. Nevertheless, I obtained the following data:
Table 16. Unilateral Distribution of Growth Substance in Gas-Treated Plants in the Horizontal Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datum</th>
<th>Wuchsstoffverteilung</th>
<th>Zahl der Pflanzen</th>
<th>Zahl der Extraktion</th>
<th>Zeit in Stunden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>1,4 - 0,4</td>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>0,7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>0,9 - 0,3</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>0,3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>2,5 - 0,5</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>0,6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>4,1 - 0,7</td>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>3,1 - 0,6</td>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>0,6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>20,1</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Date  2) Growth-Hormone Distribution  3) Number of Plants  4) Extraction Time in Hours  5) Lower Side  6) Upper Side.

Thus the upper half always contains most of the growth substance. The value of the absolute difference should not be taken too high, since it is perhaps still a little too large due to the very small angle of bending. However, I believe nevertheless to have detected a difference.

20. Influence of Gravity on the Horizontal Growth of Sprouts of Vicia

Beljubow (1911) believed to have been able to show that the horizontally grown gas-treated plants always seek the horizontal position when exposed to gravity. In this way he comes to the assumption that the horizontal mutation — in the sense of the term used by Wiesner — is not autonomous but that there occurs a transverse geotropism.

It appeared to me fitting to undertake another study of the geotropic behavior of Vicia plants in gas.

To this end I planted Vicia faba seeds in the zinc containers used otherwise for growing arena coleoptiles, and exposed one half of the plantules to gas; the plants were again divided into 3 series:

1) Horizontal stand;
2) Vertical stand; the side one which the sprout appears is directed upwards;
3) Same as 2, except this side is directed downwards.

The plants received, respectively, fresh air and fresh gas every day. After 8 days the plantules were taken from the sheet-metal boxes, stuck on photographic plates by means of needles and a silhouette was prepared. Figures 1a and 1b show the drawings prepared after these silhouettes were taken. An effect of geotropism on horizontal mutation is not observable.

Results of Experiments with Vicia Faba. The growth of Vicia faba plantules is strongly reduced by ethylene. The inhibition extends evenly to all zones.
The epicotyls contain a very large amount of growth substance; in young plants the same amount in all zones; in older plants less in the lower zones. In ethylene the yield of growth substance is very greatly reduced, so that only a very small amount remains.

The unilateral distribution of the growth hormone and the geotropic banding begin at the same time, in the third quarter hour after the beginning of the geotropic stimulation.

Under the influence of ethylene the growth substance remaining in the gas-treated plants is distributed unilaterally; the upper half contains most of the growth substance.

CHAPTER V

21. Summary of Results and Conclusions to be Drawn from These Theory

Briefly summarized, the results are to be formulated as follows:

A. Avena

1. Ethylene reduces longitudinal growth (section 8)
2. Ethylene reduces growth-substance production (section 9)
3. Ethylene enhances transverse growth (section 8)
4. Ethylene has no influence either on the growth-substance transport or on the growth-substance consumption (section 10)
5. Ethylene has a transitory promoting effect on the ability to react to growth substance (section 11)

B. Viola

6. Ethylene causes a horizontal growth uninfluenced by gravity (sections 17 and 20)
7. Ethylene very sharply reduces the yield of growth substance (section 18).

8. Ethylene causes a distribution of the remaining growth substance in such a manner that the upper side receives the greatest amount (section 19).

C. General

9. Ethylene does not change the least the effectiveness of a directly applied auxin solution (see p. 32).

What conclusions can we draw from these facts? In regard to (1) and (2): It was found that there sets in, simultaneously with the already well-known strong inhibition of longitudinal growth also a significant reduction of the yield of active growth substance. Already F.W. Went (1928) has established that without growth substance no longitudinal growth is possible. I say "longitudinal" intentionally, since as can be seen from point 3, there is observed a very great transverse growth. This holds true also for gas-treated Viola plantules which contain only very small amounts of growth substance. Apparently the transverse growth is much more independent of the growth-substance content than is longitudinal growth.

How do the cells change when this transverse growth occurs? We note, on sections (see Section 8, above) wide, short cells with thick, layerod walls; apparently no increase in plasticity has taken place (see Heyn 1931). However, there did occur an increase in the substance of the cell walls (through apposition of intussusception).

This confirms also the view of Heyn that on action of growth substance on cell growth the primary change is in the plasticity of the cell wall, and only later does the overextended membrane get fixed through intussusception of new particles. On the contrary, Soding (1934) assumes on the basis of his experiments with stretching organs that in cell stretching there sets in immediately an intussusception growth. Since, however, it is seen from the present experiments that in ethylene no elongation sets in as a result of the damage to the growth-substance production, but that there does occur a transverse growth through intussusception, Soding's view appears to me doubtful at the least.

The supply of new building materials from the roots to the sprout cells is apparently not too much disturbed by ethylene; this is proved by the fact that gas-treated plants exhibit a strong guttation and display no particular transpiration disturbances. Because of the increase in the substance of the cell walls the sprouts become thicker, and this way the ability for elastic stretching and the elastic stretching itself are decreased (see Heyn 1931). The cell stretching which normally renders the walls longer and thinner, practically does not set in, due to the strongly reduced amount of active growth substance, a condition brought about by the ethylene. The cells remain short and thick; the position is stabilized and a subsequent supply of growth substance does not bring about much change in these cells. Nevertheless I was able to detect a tendency toward equalization. The transitory enhancing effect of ethylene on the ability
to react to growth substance (point 5) shows that the reduced cells react to the administration of artificial growth substance with an exaggerated cell elongation.

This reaction may be interpreted as an attempt to bring about normal conditions again.

Thus in the case of Avena the damages brought about by ethylene gas may be attributed to an inhibition of growth-hormone formation.

Ethylene strongly restricts the effect of growth hormone. Under these very strongly altered conditions the plantule of Vicia faba grows horizontally and no longer reacts to the effect of gravity (point 6).

The sprout of plantules of Vicia faba is formed, in principle, dorsiventrally, but it behaves orthotropically (Benecke-Jost, *Pl. Phys.* (Plant Physiology), 4th Edition, 1923, Vol 2, p 284). The dorsiventrality bodings are completely eliminated by the strongly negative geotropism. Because of the influence of gas the geotropic sensitivity (point 7) disappears simultaneously with the greater part of the active growth substance. Without a large amount of growth substance no geotropism is possible here. Now the dorsiventrality which up to then was suppressed, manifests itself, and the horizontal mutation sets in. The remaining growth hormone is unilaterally distributed in the horizontal sprouts (point 8), and the dorsal side receives most of it.

This state may be best interpreted by the following picture: At high water a river bed is completely filled up; we see a uniform, even water surface. Nevertheless there is a sand bank on the bottom. When the water in the river bed is considerably reduced, the water will flow only on one side of the river bed; the sand bank will remain dry. It is the same way in the case of the horizontal mutation of our plantules. The one-sided growth-substance flow sets in only when the main current is dammed up on account of the influence of the gas.

Thus we may consider the horizontal mutation — in agreement with the older views of Wenner — as an autonomous epinasty which is a priori determined by an inherent dorsiventrality (see, among others, Rawitscher 1925, 1932).

Von Guttenberg (in *Fortschr. d. Bot. 1932*) and his students Sennings and Freytag (1931) give the following explanation for the so-called autonomous or inherent epinasty of dorsiventral plant parts. After discussing the work of Miss Veldert, he says (quoted from p 241):

"The explanation seems to lie in the fact that the dorsiventrality of these organs is not only external but also internal (plasmatic), since on its part one of the dorsal sides allows the passage of growth substance exclusively or predominantly. The epinasty must then always occur when there is an absence of induced polarity, which is produced e.g. by gravity or light, and it is eliminated the moment when polarization is produced from the outside."
The behavior of the sprouts of Vicia faba under the influence of ethylene fits very well into this scheme. By means of ethylene it is possible to investigate the autonomous, inherent epinasty which otherwise is hidden.

In Vicia the very small amount (0.0005%) of ethylene eliminates the effectiveness of the growth substance almost completely; the growth substance is present only in traces; the possibility that the ethylene might decompose the growth substance in a purely chemical manner comes to mind, but this is nonsensical from the chemical point of view. Nevertheless I passed ethylene through one half of an auxin solution for three hours; the other half remained untreated for control purposes. The result was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethylene platelets</th>
<th>8.7 ± 0.4</th>
<th>19 plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>18 plants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence a direct influence of ethylene on auxin was not detectable. This was to be expected after the experiments in section II; there, too, the gas does not cause any damage to the auxin in the block.

Is it possible to make a uniform representation of the effect of ethylene on plants? The effect on the longitudinal growth is to be ascribed in any event to the effect on the yield of active growth substance. Further, on the basis of my findings even the marked horizontal growth becomes understandable. However it was mentioned in the Introduction that there exist other, as yet uninvestigated gas effects. Nevertheless I can say a little more about this than was possible in the Introduction.

The epinasty of growm leaves in ethylene (Crocker, Zimmerman and Hitchcock 1932) is to be ascribed to the same causes as the horizontal mutation; the latter, in fact, is based on an epinasty. It was shown already by Schwarz (1927) that here we were dealing with an increased growth of the upper side of the leaf stalk, and Crocker et al confirmed this. The experiences acquired with plantules have shown me that there the gas damages are the consequence of a lack of growth substance. If it should turn out that in the case of growm leaves in ethylene the phenomenon of epinasty is likewise determined by a lack of growth substance — and as long as no inhibitory substance has been detected, I consider this very probable — then here a stronger growth should occur upon reduction of the growth-substance reserves; in other words, under normal circumstances the growth-substance keeps a tight rein on leaf epinasty. Then there would exist here a similar situation as in the axillary buds of Vicia (Snow, Thimann and Skoog); the growth substance is not only the "growth-initiating stimulus" as has been thought before, but this plant hormone often has a regulatory function: it keeps the various plant-physiological processes in equilibrium.

The rest of the ethylene effects are more difficult to interpret with our current knowledge. The shortening of the rest periods and the accelerated fruit ripening are effects produced on enzymatic processes whose growth-substance conditions — provided they exist at all — are as yet completely unknown.
In my opinion the following points are of importance in regard to the problem of the formation of growth substance in the cells:

1) Very small amounts of ethylene very considerably inhibit, in epicotyls of Vicia faba, the yield of active growth hormone. Those strong inhibitions caused by traces of a poison often take place in connection with enzymatic processes. I mention, e.g., the complete inhibition of the effect of respiratory enzymes by traces of HCN, H2S, CO and other, so-called specific inhibitory substances (Warburg 1921, 1925). Since the property of ethylene absorption is also known (Nord and Franke 1927), perhaps we should undertake a comparison of inhibitions produced in this way and the effects on growth-hormone production described in this work.

2) Bonner (1933) showed that these Warburg inhibitions take place also in coleoptile cylinders which elongate under the influence of growth substance. According to his data, the effect of the growth substance on growth is determined, among other things, by an increase in respiration.

3) Very small amounts of ethylene act, apart from the yield of growth substance, also very strongly on the ripening of fruit and the length of rest periods; both are enzymatic processes. The same holds true for the formation of tobacco leaves, which likewise is accelerated by ethylene (Rossi 1933).

4) Ethylene forms complex compounds with inorganic catalysts, namely some heavy metals.

In my opinion all these points indicate the fact that the formation of growth substance in the cells is based on an enzymatic process.

SUMMARY

A review of the factual matter established in this work may be found on p 29. From this we can conclude that in the case of Avena the effect of ethylene hits particularly the growth-substance production, and hence the longitudinal growth.

The horizontal mutation in Vicia faba is caused by an autonomous epinasty which is manifested only when the geotrophic sensitivity is weakened, due to the effect of the gas. A similar phenomenon takes place, perhaps, in the epinasty of grown leaves.

The hypothesis is expressed that the formation of growth substance is based on an enzymatic process.

I cannot end this paper without expressing my most heartfelt thanks to my highly esteemed teacher, Prof Dr F.A.F.C. Went, for his outstanding guidance in this study.
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